Instructions: INFRAEOSC Projects - Sustainable Pathways to Exploitation of Key Results

Dear Participant,

We are delighted to welcome you to the upcoming workshop: "INFRAEOSC Projects: Sustainable Pathways to Exploitation of Key Results". This workshop aims to explore the sustainability needs of projects and gather insights on the preliminary toolkit design, aimed at enhancing project sustainability. The sessions will be interactive and hands-on, making it an ideal platform for discussion among INFRAEOSC projects representatives.

Objectives:
1. Refine an impact assessment methodology for HE projects based on your feedback, aligned with the EOSC Partnership Specific Impact Pathways;
2. Define KER-specific impact dimensions and objectives;
3. Identify resources to sustain the KER's pathways towards impact;
4. Model the KER-specific process leading to impact;
5. Adopt sustainability and impact indicators for monitoring and evaluating the process.

Outcomes:
By the end of this session, we aim to develop:
- a comprehensive methodology for self-assessing the sustainability of projects’ KERs,
- a clear path towards delivering impactful projects.

Your Preparation:
To maximize the value of our time together, we ask you to:
1. Familiarize yourself with the full programme of "INFRAEOSC Projects: Sustainable Pathways to Exploitation of Key Results" of the EOSC Winter School. We count on your active participation and encourage you to bring your topics to the interactive sessions.
2. Be prepared to share relevant project activities, suggestions, and any unaddressed topics or issues.
3. We would like you to prepare the following information relating to the project you are working on:
   - a short project description,
   - a list of the most pertinent objectives,
   - a list of 1 or 2 KERs that are critical in the project and their very short description (1-2 sentences for each).
4. Review the reading list on our website for background information, and don’t hesitate to reach out with questions about these materials.
5. Bring your laptop for active participation in the interactive sessions.

Opportunities:
1. Participants will gain an understanding of the EOSC Partnership’s impact pathways and the EC’s expectations, crucial for aligning HE projects and research infrastructures with current and future sustainability standards.
2. The workshop offers insights into effective sustainability models and methodologies.
3. Attendees will have the opportunity to engage in lively discussions, gaining valuable insights into the critical role of specific factors in driving project sustainability and impact.
4. This workshop is a platform for networking with peers and experts, opening doors to knowledge exchange.
5. By participating, attendees will get insight into approaches in sustainability planning and impact assessment, ensuring their projects are sustainable in the long run and provide meaningful impact.

We eagerly await your active participation and valuable contributions to this engaging workshop.

For any questions or further information, please contact us at:
aneta.pazik-aybar@ncn.gov.pl
ilaria.nardello@eosc.eu.